
TIME-SLOTS:   
EXPERIENCE MORE, WAIT LESS.

All experience providers want as many customers as possible, evenly 
distributed across opening hours to manage capacities, and therefore 
require solutions to allow for demand management and slot allocation 
within the booking process. TIME-SLOTS ensures that customers 
always receive the best and most up-to-date offer based on the 
available staff, space and material.

Guests frequently face disappointment upon purchase of activities and tickets, 
including that their service will not be available at their desired time or can 
only be fulfilled for parts of the group/family on the same day. CUBE-TECH 
aims to ease this concern by only displaying available time slots when the 
needed products, material and staff are available to fulfil the entire request. 
This further includes additional services purchased on site via the GEIOS 
CONNECT travel companion app or via I-PASS mobile ticket purchase.

TIME-SLOTS allows all local partners of any size to gain sales, from small 
boat to high-tech winter gear rentals. A targeted approach to distributing 
time-bound packages such as “Early Bird Special” or “Romantic Evening” can 
further assist with shifting guest volume to less frequented time slots.

Get the most out of your system, your equipment and your business, and offer 
your satisfied customers the best experience. With a decreasing length of stay 
and an increasing daily budget, short waiting times are key to ensuring strong 
client retention, recommendations and optimization of various activities.

ADVANTAGES WITH  
TIME-SLOTS

 � Compensation of peak loads 
through real-time availability

 � Targeted advertising for 
periods of low utilization

 � Better control of day and 
overnight guests

 � Higher customer satisfaction, 
shorter waiting times
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WE ARE HAPPY TO PRESENT OUR SOLUTIONS TO YOU PERSONALLY!

Contact us:

info@cube-tech.ai
+43 1 3344050


